Abstract. Examples are constructed of ergodic rational maps with dense critical orbit.
M. Rees
We consider rational maps for which all critical points are eventually mapped to expanding periodic points. The following lemmas show that such maps have 'good' expanding properties. The ideas are mostly adapted from those in the classical literature (as expounded in [1] ) and in [4] applying to the case of Axiom A rational maps.
Let R be a fixed rational map of this type, and %> the finite set of its critical points and forward orbits of critical points. LEMMA 1. If a is sufficiently small then there exist K>0,0 < C < 1 and N>0 such that:
(
1) if xe'ti is periodic with period t and S is the local inverse of R"' with Sx = x defined on B{x, a), then \S'\ < KC; and (2) ifS is a local inverse ofR m ,m>N defined on any ball B(x, a) then \S'\ < C on B(x, a/2); ifS is a local inverse of any R m on B(x, a), then \S'\ =s K on B(x, a/2).
Proof. There must be a bound on the n with S a local inverse of R" with diam (S(B(x, 3a/4))) a e. Otherwise, taking limits there would be a disk of diameter >e/2 on which the derivatives of R"' (for an infinite sequence {«,}) would be bounded. This is impossible because the Julia set is S 2 , so any disk of radius e/2 contains expanding periodic points. Taking e = 4C/a, if diam (S(B(x, a/4))) < e then \S'\ < C on B(x, a/2).
• Now let A, be the complement of the (a/J£,)-neighbourhood of %, for K,> 1 to be chosen. Let A 2 be the complement of the a-neighbourhood of c €. If x e A,, all local inverses of all R" are well-defined on B(x, a/K x ). If x e *#, some local inverses of the R" are well-defined on B(x, a). Any connected component of some R~"(B(x, a)) on which R" is not a homeomorphism is a topological disk of the form S 2 R'"S t B(x,a), with Si = identity unless x is periodic, S,(x) = x and S, is a local inverse of some R"' with t the period of x, p < r, for some r depending on R, R-"S l B(x,a)QA 2 , and S 2 is a local inverse of some R m (possibly S 2 = identity). Proof. The lemmas show there exists L such that for any local inverse S on 
and in the expression (III), the terms S*_ m (/i)° S will be nearly constant if m is fairly large, and S K m (h) will be negligible compared with S^(g) for n » m. The \S'\ 2 terms will simply cancel. But (IVa), (IVb) follow from equicontinuity of {log \S'\: S is an inverse of /J 1 , m>0} (these inverses only really make sense on balls of radius a, but this does not really matter), and that diameter (SB') -» 0 as m -» oo, if B' is a ball on which S is defined. For then
, given e, similarly for h (but with g still on the righthand side).
M. Rees
Equicontinuity is proved in the same way as lemma 3: the constant K 3 in the statement of lemma 3 depends on the radius of the domain of inverses, and clearly decreases with this. Now consider xe B, x;*/"(0), n5=0. Let /?,: i s l be the inverses of maps / £ composed of inverses of f K mapping the image of x always into B, except that RjXeS 2 \B. Let R t = T^ for T t an inverse of/ A . Possibly more than one R t (but only finitely many) will have the same S,. Then where the summation is over R t , S, of length < n and each S, is included only once. . There is exactly one such inverse for each positive integral value of p h so that for p t > n -N (and n -p,,< N) the terms are dominated by those for smaller values of />,. Similarly those terms involving S, for S f x near 0 are dominated by terms involving R t (using also that S£_ p .(g)£j is large for n -p t large), and the remaining terms involving S, are summable. So the remaining terms are negligible as claimed, and (I) holds. To prove (I'), note that from integrating the expression given for S Note. This is sufficient to show that A is perfect and that having dense critical point forward orbit is a residual property. 
(5)
We conclude from (6), if m s n -1 and A e A log n
We conclude from (5) log n -log n = C 6 Sd" Proof. Immediate from the previous lemmas.
• Proof of proposition. We take A 2 = A 2 (n) as in lemma 9 and take A 2 as the first approximation to a solution A, of
